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Allusions releases SunFlower 0.9
Published on 04/23/08
Allusions is proud to announce the immediate availablity of SunFlower 0.9, a visual
webpage monitoring tool. SunFlower is a visual webpage monitoring tool designed for
websites that change occasionally but provide no monitoring mechanism like RSS. With
SunFlower, a user is not only notified when a website has changed but the user can
actually see the difference. Version 0.9 provides a revamped snapshot view which is more
responsive when dealing with large snapshots and a new zooming feature.
Halifax, Nova Scotia - Allusions is proud to announce the immediate availablity of
SunFlower 0.9, a visual webpage monitoring tool. SunFlower 0.9 (Member Edition) provides a
revamped snapshot view which is more responsive when dealing with large snapshots and a
new zooming feature. Updating to version 0.9 is recommended for all SunFlower members.
Some Key Changes in Version 0.9:
* New Feature: Zooming from 25% to 200% in the snapshot view
* Updated: Heavy processing pushed to a background thread
* Fixed: The snapshot view flicker issue has been resolved
* Fixed: A race condition that could potentially cause a crash during initialzation
* Fixed: About box links now open in an external browser
* Fixed: The anchor menu always displays completely on screen
SunFlower is a visual webpage monitoring tool designed for websites that change
occasionally but provide no monitoring mechanism like RSS. With SunFlower, a user is not
only notified when a website has changed but the user can actually see the difference.
System Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.5 Leopard
Pricing and Availability:
Access to the member edition requires a one-time membership fee of 20 Canadian dollars.
Press copies for the member edition are available upon request. A public edition is freely
available for download and use; however the publicly available version is not the most
current version.
SunFlower Website:
http://sunflower.coleharbour.ca/
Allusions Website:
http://allusions.sourceforge.net/
Video Screencast:
http://blip.tv/file/get/Mcormier-SunFLowerDemo805.mov
Screenshot/App Icon:
http://sunflower.coleharbour.ca/Press/SunFlower_MediaKit.zip

Allusions is an independent Mac OS X developer located in Nova Scotia, Canada and
dedicated to producing quality Macintosh software.
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